BRANDERHOF AREAL
A model neighborhood of a new kind – both city and nature.

The proposal for the Branderhof Areal in
Aachen (GER) formulates an envisioned
scenario of how to live in our future
and was developed as an integrative
and adaptive answer to the respective
demands of two actors – the municipality of Aachen and the joined forces of
Verein and Baugruppen of Branderhof
– joining efforts to develop a 1,3-hectare
site including the landmark protected
Branderhof buildings.
Initial starting point for the project

was the idea to free the ground level of
privatized areas and make it the basis to
a lively and commonly used neighborhood that is dense and diverse in uses
but open in feeling and movement. This
idea translates into a spatial grid that
is able to host both living and intimate
green spaces, with a gradient from
private (apartment+garden) to semi-private (house) to finally Branderhof and
surrounding (district).

What future model
are we dreaming of?
How do we
want to live?

Learning from suburbia:
Our apporach is based on a continuous interest in our work for
the suburban accumulation of
privatized landscape dreams /
miniature worlds and the question of how to incorporate this
wish for individuality into a
model that is more open and offers diversity and spaces of social
negotiation and neighborhood.
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Client Groups / Construction Sections

Each living unit is accompanied by privatized garden spaces
within the structures, mostly in
the upper floors. They are always
connected to the private inner
spaces.
This allows for an extremly open
and free movement and usage
of the common ground (see rule
#2).

Walking through the neighborhood as an experience. A rich
and diverse pattern of passages
and mini-situations unfolds
- dense and wide - while making both inhabitants and close
neighbors partakers of this environment.

Small One-Storey pavillions are
supporting the usage diversity of
the open ground space.
They offer usages for the community and support social interaction. Examples: Vegetable
Garden, Baking House, Green
House, Bus Stop, Sauna House,
Pop-up Gallery ...

References: open field, basin, social space
(Giacometti), geometry / nature

The neighborhood is integrated in a network of innovative
and shared mobilities, that have
growing impact in germany. A
new bus stop (line 30), a specialized e-mobility car parking, optional underground parking and
inside and outside bike spaces
are part of the mobility mix.

The site offers 8 spots for 7+1
“Baugruppen” client groups. In
terms of construction phases,
the detached housing scheme
allows for a step-by-step realization. To reach a critical mass in
terms of atmosphere and social
network, the proposal shows
three phases of construction.

The proposal offers spaces of a a different
kind with the following implications:
Generous private outside spaces within the
built structure introduce the possibility of
a borderless ground level. In everyday use
they can be inhabited in different ways
and by minimal intervention changed into
climate puffers during the colder months
of the year. The spaces are meant as a substitube for the back yard and will be appropriated according to the user / serve for
everything from gardening, sunbathing,
morning coffee, barbecue spot...

The project is organized as one
field. Freestanding buildings of
varying height and depth alternate with open spaces of diverse
nature and character. The urban
structure aligns with the Branderhof buldings, giving the neighborhood a reference point while
positioning most of the public
programs inside the pavilions.

The structure is topological, in
the sense that it defines spatial
relationships that don’t exclusively depend on finite form. While
it relates/adapts/adjusts to its
surroundings, it is also clearly
legible as one ground/field/park.
Existing qualities found on site
find a playful new interpretation
within a domestic environment.

Construction Method? Guidance Details? Whilst during the
process of designing, we considered several builduing techniques
(brick, prefabricated concrete,
steel/metal, insulating concrete)
and our interest for two-layered brick facades continued (1
load-bearing, 2 insulating), we
consider the process of a devel-

opment with that many stakeholders as a challenge and chance
at the same time. So as an initial
step, the discussion should focus on the spatial arrangements
and the atmospherical qualities
of “buildings as subtle volumes”
and a surface of high activity.
Our proposal comes down to
five agreements.

#Five rules
for the new
Branderhof
Neighborhood

#2

Common Ground

Essential to the Neighborhood
is the movement of private gardens into the structures. Thus,
the ground floor can be a commonly used ground for playing,
moving, meeting and hosting
common activities. One carpet
for everybody.

#4

Porosity

A gradient of porosity is connecting the spaces on a visual
and social level. From the very
public, a transition takes place
over the common neighborhood
ground (local-public) towards
house community (semi-public)
into private apartments.

#1

Heritage

The urban layout alligns with
the existing structures and mirrors the structure of houses
around a courtyard. The arrangement of the major housing
blocks and its heights consider
a balanced continuation of such
qualities.

#3

Spatial Grid

The proposed pattern acts as a
container for several usages:
a – communal spaces
b – private living spaces
c – private green spaces
Curiosity and Continuity: The
Grid serves as a spatial framing
for diverse mini environments.

#5

Collaborative Process

More than a finished project, it
is thought of as a framework,
open for future adaptations,
capable of supporting an uncertain development process. The
open program is answered with
an inclusive image and structure; inclusion vs prescription.

A model neighborhood of a new kind – both city and nature.

The proposal for the Branderhof Areal in Aachen
(GER) formulates an envisioned scenario of how
to live in our future and was developed as an integrative and adaptive answer to the respective demands of two actors – the municipality of Aachen
and the joined forces of Verein and Baugruppen of

Branderhof – joining efforts to develop a 1,3-hectare site including the landmark protected Branderhof buildings.
Initial starting point for the project was the idea to
free the ground level of privatized areas and make
it the basis to a lively and commonly used neigh-

borhood that is dense and diverse in uses but open
in feeling and movement. This idea translates into
a spatial grid that is able to host both living and
intimate green spaces, with a gradient from private
(apartment+garden) to semi-private (house) to finally Branderhof and surrounding (district).
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What future
model are we
dreaming of?
How do we want
to live?

A visionary
neighborhood,
for how we want
to live in 2020
and beyond !

Learning from suburbia:
Our apporach is based on a continuous interest in our work for
the suburban accumulation of
privatized landscape dreams /
miniature worlds and the question of how to incorporate this
wish for individuality into a
model that is more open and offers diversity and spaces of social
negotiation and neighborhood.
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Walking through the neighborhood as an experience. A rich
and diverse pattern of passages
and mini-situations unfolds
- dense and wide - while making both inhabitants and close
neighbors partakers of this environment.

Each living unit is accompanied by privatized garden spaces
within the structures, mostly in
the upper floors. They are always
connected to the private inner
spaces.
This allows for an extremly open
and free movement and usage
of the common ground (see rule
#2).

New Spaces, new
qualities ?
References Atmosphere
abcd-

Caochangdi-Beijing, Ai Weiwei
Villa Le Lac, Le Corbusier
Museum Insel Hombroich, Erwin Heerich
Museum Insel Hombroich, Erwin Heerich
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< References: open field, basin, social
space (Giacometti), geometry / nature
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The proposal offers spaces of a a
different kind with the following
implications:
Generous private outside spaces
within the built structure introduce the possibility of a borderless ground level. The typologies
are based on a strict grid, to allow for prefabricated elements
and an economic realization on
of such spaces. In everyday use

they can be inhabited in different ways and by minimal intervention changed into climate
puffers during the colder months
of the year. The spaces are meant
as a substitube for the back yard
and will be appropriated according to the user / serve for everything from gardening, sunbathing, morning coffee, barbecue
spot...

The project is organized as one
field. Freestanding buildings of
varying height and depth alternate with open spaces of diverse nature and character. The
urban structure aligns with the
Branderhof buldings, giving the
neighborhood a reference point
while positioning most of the
public programs inside the pavil-

Open process vs.
closed development ?

#Five rules
for the new
Branderhof
Neighborhood

#1

Heritage

The urban layout alligns with
the existing structures and mirrors the structure of houses
around a courtyard. The arrangement of the major housing
blocks and its heights consider
a balanced continuation of such
qualities.

Small One-Storey pavillions are
supporting the usage diversity of
the open ground space.
They offer usages for the community and support social interaction. Examples: Vegetable
Garden, Baking House, Green
House, Bus Stop, Sauna House,
Pop-up Gallery ...

Common Ground

Essential to the Neighborhood
is the movement of private gardens into the structures. Thus,
the ground floor can be a commonly used ground for playing,
moving, meeting and hosting
common activities. One carpet
for everybody.
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Mobility (car sharing, public transport, bikes ...)

The neighborhood is integrated
in a network of innovative and
shared mobilities, that have
growing impact in germany. A
new bus stop (line 30), a specialized e-mobility car parking, optional underground parking and
inside and outside bike spaces
are part of the mobility mix.

Client Groups / Construction Sections

The site offers 8 spots for 7+1
“Baugruppen” client groups. In
terms of construction phases,
the detached housing scheme
allows for a step-by-step realization. To reach a critical mass in
terms of atmosphere and social
network, the proposal shows
three phases of construction.

Develop the
atmosphere and
qualities of the
site.
>>

Photography site visit, Presence of
Nature; Continous Field and Objects

A flexible yet robust framework.
Integrating both
housing and
green.

ions. The structure is topological,
in the sense that it defines spatial
relationships that don’t exclusively depend on finite form.
While it relates/adapts/adjusts to
its surroundings, it is also clearly
legible as one ground/field/park.
Existing qualities found on site
find a playful new interpretation
within a domestic environment.

Construction Method? Guidance Details? Whilst during
the process of designing, we
considered several builduing
techniques (brick, prefabricated
concrete, steel/metal, insulating concrete) and our interest
for two-layered brick facades
continued (1 load-bearing, 2
insulating), we consider the pro-
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#3

Spatial Grid

The proposed pattern acts as a
container for several usages:
a – communal spaces
b – private living spaces
c – private green spaces
Curiosity and Continuity: The
Grid serves as a spatial framing
for diverse mini environments.

cess of a development with that
many stakeholders as a challenge
and chance at the same time.
So as an initial step, the discussion should focus on the spatial
arrangements and the atmospherical qualities of “buildings
as subtle volumes” and a surface
of high activity. Our proposal
comes down to five agreements.

#4

Porosity

#5

A gradient of porosity is connecting the spaces on a visual
and social level. From the very
public, a transition takes place
over the common neighborhood
ground (local-public) towards
house community (semi-public)
into private apartments.

Collaborative Process

More than a finished project, it
is thought of as a framework,
open for future adaptations,
capable of supporting an uncertain development process. The
open program is answered with
an inclusive image and structure; inclusion vs prescription.
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PLAY OF ELEMENTS
How should buildings, social spaces, urban programs and gardens interact and come together?

MINI ELEMENTS
What framing will stabilize the social and green activities in a neighborhood and create a setting
for social negotiation and cohesion?

PLAZAS AND GARDENS
How will people experiemce the new neighborhood? How will kids play between gardens and
houses?

INTEGRATIVE NEIGHBORHOOD
How can a building principle show its flexibility towards the existing context? How does an
alternation of built and green spaces open up to its surrounding?

NEW ADDRESS
How can green spaces and mini gardens be integrated in the urban layout? Can community
gardens become the new address, a reference point between neighbors.

OPEN NEIGHBORHOOD
How do we want to enter a neighborhood? What if an open constellation of neighborhood
shop, plaza and green house is the entrance coming from Römerhof?

HOUSE(S) AS A MULTITUDE
How many do become one? What if an assembly of many houses constitutes a social network.

PROXIMITY AND DISTANCE
How private? How connected? And how much of a choice to everybody?

MINI WORLDS
What if our private gardens are on the roofs, overlooking the plazas and activities around it?
Can a typological shift allow for new things to happen in a neighborhood?

PRIVATE INSIDE
How does a gradual transition from inside to outside change our everyday life?

PASSAGES
How does it feel walking in an environment where houses and gardens are of equal importance?

GARDEN AND OUTSIDE
What new types of usage will be provoked by having the gardens inside and leave the outside
space to new and unthought things happening.
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GRAMMAR
A variable grid allows to be ﬁlled different programs of
GRAMMAR
private
to public and conventional as well as garden spaces
A variable grid allows to be ﬁlled different programs of
private to public and conventional as well as garden spaces

VOCABULARY – private inside spaces

VOCABULARY – common and circulation

VOCABULARY – private outdoor spaces
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PLAY OF ELEMENTS
How should buildings, social spaces, urban programs and gardens interact and come together?

MINI ELEMENTS
What framing will stabilize the social and green activities in a neighborhood and create a setting
for social negotiation and cohesion?

PLAZAS AND GARDENS
How will people experiemce the new neighborhood? How will kids play between gardens and
houses?

INTEGRATIVE NEIGHBORHOOD
How can a building principle show its flexibility towards the existing context? How does an
alternation of built and green spaces open up to its surrounding?

NEW ADDRESS
How can green spaces and mini gardens be integrated in the urban layout? Can community
gardens become the new address, a reference point between neighbors.

OPEN NEIGHBORHOOD
How do we want to enter a neighborhood? What if an open constellation of neighborhood
shop, plaza and green house is the entrance coming from Römerhof?

HOUSE(S) AS A MULTITUDE
How many do become one? What if an assembly of many houses constitutes a social network.

PROXIMITY AND DISTANCE
How private? How connected? And how much of a choice to everybody?

MINI WORLDS
What if our private gardens are on the roofs, overlooking the plazas and activities around it?
Can a typological shift allow for new things to happen in a neighborhood?

PRIVATE INSIDE
How does a gradual transition from inside to outside change our everyday life?

PASSAGES
How does it feel walking in an environment where houses and gardens are of equal importance?

GARDEN AND OUTSIDE
What new types of usage will be provoked by having the gardens inside and leave the outside
space to new and unthought things happening.
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